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The Best Kept Secret in Small Cap Investing
Quality at a Reasonable Price

Today there is probably a disproportionate amount of emphasis put on classifying investments as belonging 

to one of two styles: Growth or Value. Growth investing is focused on seeking out companies that have 

the potential to outperform the overall market because they can compound earnings at a faster rate. Value 

investing, on the other hand, is focused on identifying companies that trade below what they are really 

worth and that can generate superior returns as the valuation gap is eliminated. Traditionally, stocks in the 

Value category have been associated with relatively low valuation multiples and slower earnings growth 

while, conversely, Growth stocks often feature relatively high valuations and high investor expectations. 

Both styles can lead to successful investment outcomes, but they can also go in and out of favor depending 

on macroeconomic conditions and the stage of the economic cycle. History shows that periods of 

underperformance by a particular style can stretch over multiple years. Additionally, myopic focus on only 

a couple of investment attributes (valuation and/or projected growth) can lead to painful surprises down 

the road.

To address some of the weaknesses associated with the two investment styles, a new approach was 

developed that combined the best features of both Growth and Value investing. It became known as Growth 

at a Reasonable Price or GARP. Essentially, GARP investors seek to obtain superior growth characteristics 

while trying to avoid paying excessive valuation multiples.

From our vantage point here at Crawford, neither of these approaches adequately captures the most 

durable outperformance factor in small cap investing – Quality. At our firm we have developed a rigorous 

investment process that puts Quality at the center of our decision-making, an approach we call Quality at 

a Reasonable Price or QARP for short. In a nutshell, this approach entails identifying the highest-quality 

businesses that are positioned for attractive earnings growth where investor expectations (and, by 

extension, valuations) have not become excessive.

We define quality businesses as those with less cyclical earnings, high profitability, low debt levels, high 

free cash flow generation and consistently growing dividends. There are many reasons why these types 

of small cap companies outperform in the long run, but perhaps one of the most underappreciated factors 

has its roots in investor inability to adequately account for risks inherent in small cap investing. We have 

observed that even professional investors often approach the small cap space with a “swing-for-the fence” 

mentality and a focus on earning outsized returns. These types of returns can only be obtained from lower-

quality, deep value, or speculative growth stocks. However, many of these companies have compromised 
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balance sheets, outdated or unproven business models, and require a favorable external environment 

(e.g., low interest rates) to perform well. These characteristics can ultimately lead to a much wider range of 

outcomes than what investors might be betting on.

We fully realize that stocks with the attractive quality characteristics mentioned above rarely trade at cheap 

valuations. Furthermore, we believe it is important to distinguish the concepts of Value and Valuation. 

Traditional Value investors can become overly focused on finding stocks that trade at low valuations 

(such as low price-to-earnings or price-to-book ratios) while paying little attention to whether these 

stocks represent actual value, i.e., undervalued relative to their growth prospects. A classic (and perhaps 

somewhat extreme) example of the Value and Valuation disconnect would be a retailer with a high fixed 

cost base in the form of real estate leases that borrowed heavily during a period of low interest rates but 

is subsequently challenged by the change in consumer shopping habits. A stock like this would typically 

trade at low valuation multiples, but its value would be approaching zero due to a looming bankruptcy.

At Crawford, we prefer to purchase high-quality companies that can create shareholder value by consistently 

compounding earnings over time. These businesses could still represent good Value even when they 

trade at less attractive valuation multiples given higher likelihood of fundamental improvement and lower 

probability of negative surprises. That said, we are keenly aware that the price (valuation) paid at the time 

of stock purchase can have a meaningful impact on the investment outcome. Thus, we perform extensive 

due diligence on all companies we invest in that also involves a comprehensive valuation assessment.

We believe our investment in U.S. Physical Therapy (USPH) is a great example of the application of our 

QARP philosophy. USPH is one of the largest operators of outpatient physical and occupational therapy 

clinics in the U.S. The company does not own the buildings where its clinics are located, which allows it to 

generate an above-average Return on Invested Capital (ROIC) versus other asset-heavy facility operators 
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like hospitals. The company’s business model is further enhanced by its partnering approach, where local 

management and acquired clinics retain equity in individual facilities as a part of compensation. The company 

benefits from steadily growing and recession-resistant demand for physical therapy services. It has also 

been taking share in the fragmented market by acquiring physical therapy practices. Our investment thesis 

was formed around our belief that USPH had sufficient runway to continue consolidating the industry and 

enjoy increasing benefits of scale. When we purchased USPH, the stock traded at a P/E ratio of 16x or 

20% premium to the Health Care sector, which would have put the stock outside of the traditional Value 

category. However, we felt that valuation multiples were very reasonable relative to the business quality 

and long-term growth potential. We have owned USPH for approximately 10 years, and during this period 

the company has compounded earnings at an annual rate of 7.2% while the stock delivered total return of 

216%, handily beating the 80% return generated by the Russell 2000 Index (both figures are for 10 years 

ending 10/3/23). At the time of purchase, USPH had a market cap of ~$300M vs. ~$1.4B today.

In summary, as adherents of the QARP approach, we are price-sensitive investors who seek growing 

enterprises that demonstrate fundamental progress year in and year out. Our insistence that all purchase 

candidates exhibit key quality characteristics leads to a narrower range of potential investment outcomes 

and increases the likelihood of capital appreciation. This approach has helped us avoid the pitfalls of other 

prevalent investment styles and deliver attractive, risk-adjusted returns over time.
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